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Black that reveals a bit more – feminine, 
flattering… and far from ordinary.

Seductive yet composed, ambiguous yet declarative: 
when you go into the sheer zone, your playground 
becomes the space between - and it’s the most 
exciting space of all. The effect is so powerful that it 
took Hollywood by storm: every red carpet prides itself 
based on the sheerness of the stars’ gowns - and when 
it comes to your shoes, you start juggling an even richer 
array of options. Pairing a sheer-paneled black heel 
with a classic blazer - here’s how you add just the right 
amount of hollywood into your day-to-day walk.

S T O R Y

Sheer Power

TORA
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NURY
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VARIN

MODrevisited
70’s inspired designs and earth 
color choices get tints of modern 
spin by luxurious detailing and 
meticulous craftsmanship.

Modern is the name of the game: it’s all 
about expecting the unexpected. Unabashed 
70’s designs are getting an all-new spin 
with perfected silhouettes, sturdy lines and 
heartwarming details. From the waves of 
admiration to David Bowie’s timeless style 
to the clear return of emotional fashion, you 
can find it all in the florals, the dots, the laces 
and the surprising flashes of earth tones. 
Together, they’re a fresh and highly-coveted 
vision, one that has to be experienced from 
up-close.
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YULI
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RAINE
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When going far, far away, you need to have 
your bases covered. And there’s nothing 
more grounding than your favourite pair 
of shoes, ready to go with you wherever 
you’ll choose to explore. Exotic landscapes 
transform before your eyes with each step, 
taking you further and further away.

KYA
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TOPAZ

Resort Chic
The ultimate getaway: free and elegant. How to keep 
things joyful and optimistic, while never letting go of 
the streamlined finish that is simply invaluable? It 
can be down-to-earth flats or a pair of high heels, 
but either way they’ll accompany those days and 
nights which are bound to become memories of 
magical summer. And the best thing is, you don’t 
even really need to go all the way: even if your day-
off is far ahead, when your shoes are in the right 
mood - vacation goes along with you.

Pretend you are on an exotic gateway…
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ROMI
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CAVA
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ZOYA
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CREATIVITY

LOVE
FEMININITY

COMMITMENT

 “The BeautiFeel brand was 
born out of these attributes, 

and wishes to share them with 
every woman in the world.”

Ami Bar-Nahor, Founder and CEO

Creativity
a vibrant force - has the power to originate,
to innovate, to capture and to excite.

Only true creativity could have produced a brand as 
unique as BeautiFeel with its pioneering concept of 
making elegant and feminine yet highly comfortable 
shoes for a career-oriented woman. It has been a quarter 
of century of continuously refining Beautifeel into a high 
quality brand with its own distinctive character and style. 
You can meet the BeautiFeel women in New York, Los 
Angeles, Sydney, Melbourne, Moscow, Singapore, Tel Aviv, 
Auckland, Toronto... and dozens of other cities worldwide 
– these women know how to appreciate the creative spirit 
behind every line, every ornament that adorns the shoe, 
every texture and color.

Commitment
We have been totally committed to your
comfort and well-being since the brand
was launched in 1989.

This commitment is reflected in every aspect of 
production. By integrating advanced facilities in Israel, 
using the most innovative Italian equipment together 
with the most skillful craftsmen in their field, we can 
supply shoes to women around the world . . . yet, 
at the same time, each pair of shoes receives our 
personal and individual attention.

Femininity
BeautiFeel is a concept that compliments 
femininity.

Each pair of BeautiFeel shoes will satisfy a woman's 
desire to be fashionable and chic in her unique way 
and still feel comfortable.

Love
BeautiFeel is a Product of Love.

Ami Bar Nahor, Founder and CEO of BeautiFeel, believes 
that what is born from love will generate more love. Every 
pair of BeautiFeel shoes receives a special attention, 
starting with selecting the highest quality and fashionable 
materials , through the whole process of creation, 
development and production.

BeautiFeel remains a family company,
based on intimacy and love.
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J O I N  T H E
E X P E R I E N C E
Don't miss your favourite shoe-updates.
Look us up:

BeautiFeel International

BeautiFeel Shoes
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beautifeel.com



beautifeel.com


